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An unmanned ground vehicle meets 
up with a pilotless cargo helicop-
ter that will pick it up, carry it to 
a different location and deposit 
the ground robot to continue on 
its mission — nearly every step 
remotely operated through satellite 
communications.
 The demonstration at Fort 
Benning, Georgia, showed how the 
Lockheed Martin-Kaman Aerospace 
K-Max unmanned cargo helicop-
ter and Lockheed’s Squad Mission 
Support System can be operated 
in tandem beyond the line of sight 

with satellite communications. 
 In the United Kingdom, a 
Welsh company has begun demon-
strating its new communications 
technology for unmanned systems. 
Along with the Web-based op-
erational communications system, 
called C3, Torquing Technology 
Ltd. this summer unveiled Spar-
row, a nano unmanned aircraft with 
machine-to-machine communica-
tion capability allowing multiple 
Sparrows to communicate with each 
other and fly in swarms. 
 “It’s a simple communications 

protocol that can render its own 
mesh network,” says Ivan Reedman, 
Torquing’s director of research and 
development. 
 Those are just two examples of 
the ways unmanned system makers 
and suppliers are exploring how to 
improve communications between 
vehicle and operator. Bedford, 
Massachusetts, robot-maker iRobot 
is promoting unmanned ground 
vehicles — like its 110 FirstLook 
backpackable, throwable robots that 
are equipped with mesh radio — as 
a way to establish communica-
tions in challenging environments. 
They can also extend the range of 
communications between robots 
and their operators. Robots with 
mesh capabilities serve as nodes in 
a self-healing radio network. Unlike 
a repeater, where communications 
travel in a set path, mesh radio 
nodes communicate through mul-
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Lockheed Martin has experimented with cellular links, point-to-point radio, Wi-Fi and mesh networks for SMSS’ communications.   
Photo courtesy Lockheed Martin Corp.
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tiple points, automatically choosing 
the optimal path. So if a node is lost 
or drops out, the remaining nodes 
reorganize to find a new path back 
to the operator’s control unit. In 
radio frequency-denied areas, mesh 
radios can increase communications 
range in urban and built-up areas. 
They can also overcome line-of-
sight communications lost due to 
irregular terrain.

tRAil of BReADcRumBs
“Topography is always challeng-
ing,” says Rajant Corp. Vice 
President Barry McElroy. 
 Rajant, a pioneer in kinetic 
mesh networks, has supplied mesh 
radio devices for numerous indus-
tries from telecommunications 
to mining. Rajant’s BreadCrumb 
wireless portable mesh networking 
technology has enabled some heavy 
vehicles at strip mines to operate 
autonomously, including a 17-mile-
long ore-carrying freight rail line in 
Canada. The Malvern, Pennsylva-

nia, company has also worked with 
the U.S. Army providing wireless 
transmitter-receivers for autonomous 
truck convoy testing and with the 
U.S. Navy on a project to enable 
unmanned patrol boats to swarm. 
 Rajant overcomes the chal-
lenge of topography, particularly 
in mines, “by density,” says McEl-
roy. “If you have a dead spot, you 
just put more nodes there and it’s 

no longer a dead spot. The more 
vehicles you have, the better the 
coverage.”
 BreadCrumb nodes enable con-
tinuous and instantaneous routing 
of wireless and wired connections for 
moving vehicles through a portable 
meshed network that can rapidly 
reconfigure and adapt in real time. 
Several points differentiate mesh 
networks from other forms of com-
munication, says McElroy. One is 
throughput, “the amount of data you 
can push down the pipe,” he says. 
Another is scalability — how many 
nodes can you put in a network. 
 “Some say that once you reach 
50 nodes, that mesh networks 
become unusable. We defeated that 
problem about nine years ago,” he 
says, noting Rajant has created active 
networks with as many as 600 nodes.
 The company grew out of the 
communications disaster in New 
York following the 9/11 attacks 
when the city’s mobile phone 

Rajant’s BreadCrumb wireless portable mesh net-
working technology. Photo courtesy Rajant Corp.
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network was overwhelmed by 
volume and the destruction of 
antennas atop the World Trade 
Center towers. Rajant started as an 
Army-funded program to develop 
a high-speed, fully deployable 
mesh network that would provide a 
robust communications backbone, 
says McElroy.
 Now Rajant is talking to the 
railroad industry about a nationwide 
mobile network to keep track of 
rolling stock “that will allow them to 
know exactly where they’re at, what 
they’re carrying, where they’re going 
and what their ETA [estimated time 
of arrival] is,” McElroy says. A future 
goal is equipping all police vehicles 
with its mobile communication 
technology, he adds.

when uAvs tAlk
Torquing Technology’s Sparrow 
nano UAV consists of seven circuit 
boards folded up like a paper road-
map inside the tiny aircraft’s fuse-
lage. That “baked-in” sensor package 
includes three dedicated digital 
signal processors. The processed 
information is then provided to a 
built-in Linux Web server providing 
a user interface based on HTML5 
and Ajax Web programming-based 
user interface. That allows the 

120-gram (4.2-ounce) Sparrow to 
be controlled through any Web-
enabled device via an encrypted 
signal. That means the Sparrow can 
be controlled through any tablet, 
smartphone or laptop device. But 
standard government-approved en-
cryption, like AES 256 in the U.K., 
protects against hacking the system 
by those without the proper permis-
sions and authorizations.
 It’s all part of Torquing Tech-
nology’s C3 universal Web-based 
command, control and communi-
cations system, which allows one 
operator to control hundreds of 
Sparrows because the small UAV is 
autonomous. 
 “You task it; you don’t fly it,” 
Reedman explains. Therefore anyone 
who can use a website, can use C3 
“to control any number of Spar-
rows and also seamlessly integrate 
them with other field assets,” like 
soldiers or heavy vehicles, Reed-
men says. The onboard Web server 
also supports machine-to-machine 
communication allowing multiple 
UAVs to communicate directly with 
each other and fly in autonomous 
swarms. “It supports virtually any 
communications protocol that meets 
modern standards,” says Reedman. 

“That’s how it avoids getting hacked. 
It’s as secure as any other military 
communications.”
 Using the machine-to-machine 
protocol and a Torquing-provided 
software development kit, users can 
devise numerous controlled or au-
tomated functions for Sparrow such 
as manually operating the UAV or 
simply tasking it. The Sparrow will 
also provide the operator with up-
to-the-second live information in-
cluding the vehicle’s current speed, 
GPS coordinates, thrust, battery 
life, proximity warnings, and sonar 
and barometric pressure altitude, 
according to Torquing.
 Torquing is developing other 
uses for the C3 technology in-
cluding mounting it on a combat 
helmet as a biometric monitor of an 
individual soldier’s vital signs like 
heart rate, body temperature and 
respiration, says Reedman. 

sAtellite contRol
Lockheed Martin demonstrated for 
the U.S. Army Tank Automotive 
Research Development and Engi-
neering Center how the K-Max un-
manned helicopter can transport the 
4,300-pound SMSS, a six-wheeled 
robotic beast of burden for infantry, 
to a mock battle area designated too 
dangerous for humans, says Myron 
Mills, the SMSS program manager 
for Lockheed Martin. 
 Human personnel rigged the 
SMSS to the K-Max carrying sling, 
under the assumption that’s how it 
would be done in a safe area. But the 
demonstration scenario called for K-
Max to deliver the UGV to an area 
with suspected unfriendly combat-
ants, says Mills, where depositing 
the SMSS at the landing site would 
be done autonomously. The exer-
cise is part of a contract awarded to 
Lockheed Martin by the U.S. Army 
Robotics Consortium.
 Mills says his unit has ex-
perimented with a broad range of 

Torquing Technology uses a Web-based operational communications system on its Sparrow nano 
UAV. Photo courtesy Torquing Technology Ltd.
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communications types for the SMSS 
including cellular links, point-to-
point radio, Wi-Fi for local testing 
and telemetry, and mesh networking 
radio systems. He says reasons for 
working with a variety of communi-
cations systems ranged from band-
width to the end users’ technology 
savvy. “We try to tailor the type of 
communications systems to the users’ 
needs and to their budget,” Mills says. 
 The SMSS used in the Fort Ben-
ning demonstration, like an earlier 
one in Michigan two years ago that 
only tested remote operation of the 
ground vehicle, is equipped with a 
Lockheed Martin Gyrocam Surveil-
lance Sensor and a SATCOM on the 
Move system made by General Dy-
namics SATCOM Technologies. The 
satcom system consists of an iner-
tially stabilized small parabolic dish 
radom and “the equipment needed 
to keep it pointed at the satellite as 
the vehicle rocks along over rough 
terrain,” says Mills. X-, Ku-, and 
Ka-band modular, interchangeable 
payloads are available.
 The Gyrocam is a nine-inch 
gimbaled camera on an extendable 
mast with day-night infrared capa-
bility that can take video and photos 
while in flight under the K-Max and 
be used to monitor driving or sur-
veillance when back on the ground. 
Lockheed Martin successfully tested 
the UGV and aircraft working 
together earlier in the summer, and 
“that testing did go very well for us,” 
Mills says.
 “This kind of capability can be 
used to put sensors into an area that 
is contaminated or unstable — due 
to mudslides, forest fires or nuclear 
disasters like Fukishima, Japan — to 
check if it’s safe for people,” says 
Mills. “This capability demonstrates 
how we can use these unmanned 
systems to help solve those kinds of 
problems.” 


